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1. COVER LETTER
July 28th, 2017
Anthony T. Plante
Town Manager
Town of Windham
8 School Road
Windham, ME 04062
Dear Mr. Plante and Members of the Evaluation Team,
RealTerm Energy is pleased to submit our proposal to assist you with the design and implementation
of community-wide projects for the conversion of your street light system to LED fixtures.
We have assembled a qualified team of in-house and sub-contracted professionals experienced in LED
streetlight conversions and Smart City solutions to work collaboratively on all aspects of this project.
Capitalizing on the expertise of its members and their specializations, RealTerm Energy will meet the
Towns of Windham, Raymond, Standish and Gorham (TOWNS) stated objectives as detailed in the RFQ
document, along with all requirements.
It is our understanding that the scope of services to be provided encompasses the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GIS inventory survey of existing streetlights
Street light acquisition
Investment Grade Audit (IGA) of the street lights and their attributes
Procurement of all street lighting products
Lighting design analysis and recommended replacement LEDs
Financial analysis of approved streetlight solution (Investment Grade Audit)
Application(s) for all available incentive and/or rebates
Project management services
Installation of the new LED system and recycling and disposal of previous streetlights
Maintenance services

We have extensive experience working with groups of municipalities in the state of Maine, manage all
our conversion projects in a transparent fashion, and can start work rapidly after contract signing.
During each phase, we will keep the TOWNS informed of all progress and of any increases or decreases
in identified inventory.
The RealTerm Energy team appreciates this opportunity to present our proposal. We look forward to the
prospect of working with the TOWNS to design and install your new, highly-efficient LED street lighting
system. We are passionate about what we do and want you to feel the same way about this project’s
results.

Sean Neely, President
sneely@realtermenergy.com
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2. COMPANY PROFILE
2.1.

RealTerm Energy Corp

RealTerm Energy is an international leader in providing energyefficient turnkey LED street lighting conversions for a broad base
of municipal and utility clients. We have designed and managed
over 170 projects for municipalities across North America
involving over 40 utilities, by combining our extensive back office
with significant input from our dispersed field staff.

“The LED streetlight conversion
project

went

very

smoothly.

RealTerm Energy developed an
installation protocol that allowed

Satellite offices include:
•
Pownal, ME
•
Florence, MA
•
Suffern, NY
•
Canyon Country, CA
Our group of over 40 full-time employees is dedicated exclusively
to designing and executing high-quality and cost-effective LED
street light conversions for municipalities and utilities across
North America.
The compliment of this in-house team includes a:
•
GIS department
•
Design department
•
Estimation and energy efficiency department
•
Project management department
•
Client services department
•
Financing and accounting department, and
•
Research department

them to work rapidly, while doing
the job right. The RealTerm team
converted 10,622 High Pressure
Sodium lights to LED in three
months (57 working days). We
had very few complaints on any
aspect of the project, especially
considering this change impacted
virtually every resident in Barrie.”

Barry Thompson, Manager of
Energy Management
City of Barrie, ON

Realterm (Parent Company)
Founded in 1991, Realterm is a privately-held international on-airport real estate operator and leader
in infrastructure and logistics strategies, with installations in North America, Europe, and Asia. Since its
inception, Realterm has grown steadily, currently managing over $3 billion in assets. RealTerm Energy,
established in 2013, is the division of Realterm that was created to deliver best-in-class technological,
managerial and financial solutions for efficient energy-related projects to municipalities and public
authorities.
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Company Mission
RealTerm Energy’s mission is to deliver future-ready “Smart City” solutions that allow forward-thinking
communities to reduce energy costs, improve the quality of life of citizens, and protect the environment.
Building on Realterm’s expertise as a leader in logistics infrastructure, RealTerm Energy delivers bestin-class technological, financial, and managerial solutions for efficient energy-related projects to
municipalities and public authorities.

2.2.

Summary of Project Experience

The experience RealTerm Energy has gained over the years in Maine is unmatched. Working on both
small and large LED conversion streetlights has allowed us to refine every aspect of our service offering,
ensuring the quality and value that our clients require in completing their complex projects. The tables
below provide an overview of our project experience in LED street lighting projects, now totaling more
than $100M.
PHASE

PROJECTS

STREET LIGHTS

168

132,457

Installation phase

26

11,336

Inventory Survey,
Design, and Procurement

37

49,896

231

193,689

Installed

Total

2.3.

Municipal Associations

Two major North American municipal associations have selected RealTerm Energy as a preferred
provider of LED street lighting services: Connecticut Conference of Municipalities (CCM) and Ontario’s
Local Authority Services (LAS). Similarly, the Metropolitan Area Planning Commission (MAPC) of
Massachusetts has partnered with RealTerm Energy in their street lighting conversion program.

2.4.

World Bank Recognition

RealTerm Energy’s “remarkable” partnership in the joint-procurement model developed with LAS and
the Association of Municipalities of Ontario has been recognized by the World Bank as being among the
most efficient and successful delivery models in the world. The World Bank Group estimates that 20%
of global electricity is consumed by lighting and it projects that widespread adoption of LED lighting can
reduce that to 7%.
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Proud to be recognized by the World Bank.
RealTerm Energy was honored to be chosen by the World Bank to help advance its global
initiative of reducing electricity consumption. Post extensive research of various programs and
their providers around the globe, the World Bank selected RealTerm Energy due to it being a
leader in this field and its highly successful track record. In just over three years’ time, our
organization has upgraded 170 municipalities and installed 130,000 luminaires.
On the world stage, RTE was invited to speak, on two separate occasions, to World Bank
delegates on best practices for a successful LED municipal streetlight conversion. The first, in
Washington, D.C., related to Process, Management and Control, and the second, held in Lima,
Peru, was related to project finance. RealTerm Energy continues to be called upon as an
industry forerunner and provides consulting services for various countries around the globe.
Access our homepage to view the complete case study: http://www.realtermenergy.com/

2.5.

Experience in Maine

In addition to our 168 installed projects, the table below highlights RealTerm Energy’s recently awarded
and ongoing LED conversion projects in Maine.
RECENTLY AWARDED PROJECTS IN MAINE
Municipality

Qty of Fixtures

Scope of Work

City of Biddeford

2,325

Turn-key conversion

City of South Portland

1,597

Turn-key conversion

Town of York

821

Turn-key conversion

Town of Rockland

704

Turn-key conversion

City of Presque Isle

700

Turn-key conversion

Town of Falmouth

597

Turn-key conversion

City of Caribou

525

Turn-key conversion

Town of Houlton,

509

Turn-key conversion

Town of Wells

468

Turn-key conversion

Town of Madawaska

435

Turn-key conversion

Town of Dover-Foxcroft

324

Turn-key conversion

Town of Mount Desert

300

Turn-key conversion

Town of Fort Kent

237

Turn-key conversion
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Town of Fort Fairfield

147

Turn-key conversion

Town of Frenchville

147-

Turn-key conversion

Town of Washburn

128

Turn-key conversion

Town of Limestone

113

Turn-key conversion

Town of Mars Hill

113

Turn-key conversion

Town of Island Falls

70

Turn-key conversion

Town of Grans Isle

58

Turn-key conversion

Town of Agatha

58

Turn-key conversion

Town of Mapleton

41

Turn-key conversion

Total # of projects:

22

Project Objectives
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3. KEY PERSONNEL
Silvia Sepulveda – Project Manager, Single Point of Contact
Silvia has held several prior roles as an Electrical Engineer. She brings over
16 years of electrical engineering experience with a strong background in
large projects for heavy industry (mining and metals, oil and gas) for clients
such as Alcoa, The Iron Ore Company of Canada, Rio Tinto and Citgo. Silvia
takes project management responsibility for all aspects of the project life
cycle (initiate, plan, execute, control, close). She provides day-to-day
management of the services relationship with RTE clients, from project
scheduling and milestone tracking to procurement and installation.

Fernando Araujo – Director of Project Management
Fernando oversees the operational department teams, ensuring they achieve
project tasks and manages the planning and delivery of the project. Fernando
brings over twenty years of project management experience, with deep
construction roots and a proven ability to manage projects in complex and
diverse environments. Fernando was an MEP Project Manager at Construction
Santé Montréal. He was previously a Project Manager for major Energy
Service Companies (ESCO), such as Trane and Johnsons Controls,
successfully managing energy savings projects with guaranteed paybacks.

Dan Kirkby – Geospatial & Lighting Design Manager
Dan manages our Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) and the
development of RealTerm’s GIS-enabled streetlight management tools for
local municipalities. Dan served in the Canadian Military, commanding the
Geospatial Support Squadron. He has a Master’s degree in Geodetic and
Geospatial Engineering and a Bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering. His 14
years of engineering and management expertise makes him an invaluable
member of our team.

Everton Crosara – Lighting Design Supervisor
Everton's photometric design expertise is employed wherever RealTerm's
municipal clients adopt LED technology. As one of our professional lighting
designers, Everton draws on his 15 years of project planning experience both
in North America and Internationally. He has overseen the construction and
maintenance of vast systems of some 211,000 streetlights, accent lighting,
power-line distribution, transmission and energy efficiency.
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Csaba Demsze – Senior Estimation and Energy Efficiency Expert
Csaba is responsible for evaluating the energy and cost savings, as well as
the financial options of our LED street lighting retrofits. He ensures we stay
up to date with the latest changes in the lighting industry including
technology and energy incentives. Csaba supports our Business Development
Team with the most innovative and cost effective solutions.

Maria Regunaga – Marketing Manager
Maria is responsible for all marketing and communications at RealTerm
Energy. She will work with the Town to efficiently communicate the LED
upgrades to their residents. She brings more than 12 years’ experience
implementing and managing a broad range of marketing communications
projects for corporations, not-for-profit organizations and tourism
associations internationally. Maria will ensure that members of the Town, and
relevant media outlets, will receive all the necessary project information.

Bruce Ibbitson – Project Installation Manager
Bruce is your face-to-face contact with RealTerm Energy. He regularly visits
your community throughout the conversion to LEDs, from the initial audit of
the existing network until the install is successfully complete. Bruce brings
25 years of experience in technical project management. His two terms as
elected councillor for the Township of St. Joseph brings invaluable experience
and understanding of the decisions required of a council and municipal staff.
Bruce has a degree in Technical Education from the University of Toronto.

George Woodbury – Streetlight Acquisition Specialist
George worked as Public Works Director for Lexington, MA during which time
he wrote legislation permitting cities and towns to own their own street lights.
Since 2001, George has completed energy efficiency street light upgrades in
over 85 municipalities comprising over 100,000 lights and has saved them in
excess of $20 million annually. George will be a key interface with the TOWNS
and Central Maine Power, with focus on acquisition, billing, rebates, and
incentives.
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Mark Carter – Lighting Controls and Smart City Expert
As Vice President, Sales, Mark is responsible for providing leadership and
driving both strategy and growth across RealTerm Energy’s sales teams. His
role is critical in both developing and implementing our strategic initiatives.
Mark’s formidable sales and operations experience in directorial roles at
renowned organizations across the U.S., such as Honeywell International,
lends itself well to RealTerm Energy. As an entrepreneurial leader, he has
overseen sales functions with teams of various sizes in multiple markets
including automation controls, enterprise software, embedded semiconductor
and lighting controls. Based out of Pownal, Maine, Mark can easily assist the
TOWNS with all lighting controls and smart city concerns, questions, or
needs.

Paul Vesel – Director, Business Development – Northeast USA
Paul Vesel is the director of business development for the North East and will
be acting as the project/team leader. He brings more than 25 years of
experience in energy and telecommunications infrastructure development. As
Director of Business Development for a ACSI Network technologies, Paul was
part of a team that deployed 35 metropolitan area fiber optic networks in
cities across the U.S. Paul is currently working with municipalities to develop
streetlight projects throughout the Northeastern U.S. and has extensive
knowledge of streetlight infrastructure in this region.
The full resumes of our key personnel assigned to this project can be found in Appendix B.
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4. REFERENCES
Reference 1
Quantity of Fixtures

Values ($)

1,836

$25,000

Project Timeline
GIS start date: 3/8/2017

GIS start date: 3/22/2017

Holden Municipal Light Department,
Massachusetts, USA
Reference
James Robinson, Manager, Holden Municipal Light Department, Massachusetts, USA.
(508) 210-5400, Ext. 222 | jrobinson@holdenma.gov
See letter of recommendation in Appendix H
Project Description
Project consisted of complete GIS audit of the Utility’s public lights.
Fixture count before the GIS Audit: 1,655
Fixture count after the GIS Audit: 1,836
Key Individuals Involved
Key individuals involved:
•
Dan Kirkby — Manager, Geospatial and Lighting Design
Challenges and Solutions
The GIS audit revealed that the municipality had an additional 181 lights that were not recorded within their
previous inventory records.

Reference 2
Quantity of Fixtures

Values ($)

Project Timeline

8,326

$3,519,108

Installation Start Date: 9/17/2015
Installation End Date: 12/23/2015

City of Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada

Reference
Livia McEachern, Project Engineer, City of Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada
(905) 356-7521 Ext. 4288 | lmceachern@niagarafalls.ca
“Our partnership with RealTerm Energy allows us to fast track our LED Streetlight Retrofit Project
so that we can achieve three important objectives: improved public safety, the mitigation of
increasing hydro electricity costs and reduced energy consumption,”
Geoff Holman, Director of Municipal Works.
Project Description
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Niagara Falls’ City Council selected Local Authority Services (LAS) and its partner RealTerm Energy to assess
the existing street light network, create an energy efficient and cost-effective lighting designs for each unique
street, coordinate the purchase of the new LED lights from CREE Canada, and remove/install the old and new
LEDs using RealTerm’s experienced and trusted partner, TM3.
RealTerm Energy, led by Dan Kirkby, was responsible for developing a street-by-street photometric designs RP8-2014 wherever possible, as part of a full turnkey project within the LAS street light conversion program.
Key Individuals Involved
•
•

Dan Kirkby — Manager, Geospatial and Lighting Design, RealTerm Energy
Everton Crosara — Supervisor, Lighting Design, RealTerm Energy
Challenges and Solutions

The critical scheduling challenge was to complete installation before mid-December, to qualify for the OPA
incentive. We met this challenge, while doing the same for 34 other projects at the same time.
The Local installation contractor (the City’s existing service provider) failed to inform RealTerm Energy project
management of other timely commitments and work slowed below the expected rate of install. Daily monitoring
and on-site evaluations caught this before it became a larger issue. The PM team steered the local contractor
to complete the project on time. The use of the existing local contractor was seen by the city as a positive,
however without the constant supervision of RealTerm Energy staff the project would not have been completed
on time.
Reference 3
Quantity of Fixtures

Values ($)

Project Timeline

716

$429,000

Installation end date: 05/04/15

Town of Minto, Ontario, Canada

Reference
Bill White, CAO/Clerk, Town of Minto, Ontario, Canada.
519-338-2511, Ext. 222 | bwhite@town.minto.on.ca
Project Description
Project consisted of complete turn-key LED streetlight conversion, based on full photometric design work and a
detailed IGA. The project was financed through an Energy Savings Performance contract (ESPC)
Key Individuals Involved
Key individuals involved:
•
Dan Kirkby — Manager, Geospatial and Lighting Design
•
Everton Crosara — Supervisor, Lighting Design
Challenges and Solutions
Town entered into an Energy Savings Performance Contract (ESPC). The ESPC provided initial project financing
from RealTerm Energy. RealTerm Energy manages the purchase, installation and maintenance of the new
streetlights throughout the contract term (10 years). In return, the Town funds the project by sharing the
savings in energy and maintenance costs now that the LEDs are in use.
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5. PROJECT APPROACH
RealTerm Energy uses a proven approach to turn-key conversions, focusing on achieving the most
efficient LED conversion with the highest degree of energy savings and the greatest assurance of safe
light levels. We tailor all our work to the context and needs of the TOWNS, relying on the input of your
knowledgeable staff.

5.1.

Audit

The GIS inventory is a critical component of our approach. With it, our project team collects all the
baseline geospatial streetlight data required to develop a comprehensive photometric design plan of
your new LED street lighting network. Your staff will find that asset management is now easy. They will
be able to identify each individual light in the system and view its history and characteristics.

Pre-Survey Meeting
Prior to commencing the survey, our GIS Field Survey Supervisor will hold a meeting with TOWN staff
to review and confirm the scope of work for the inventory survey. In the past, many of our clients have
opted to survey all lights located in/on parking lots, parks, buildings, and/or private roads. This approach
is recommended as the TOWNS will obtain a complete GIS inventory of its outdoor lights to facilitate
current and future asset management.

RealTerm Energy uses a customized ESRI application to
capture and record detailed street light data and
measurements.
The GIS-based application records and verifies the
following characteristics:
•
Exact pole location (longitude, latitude)
•
Unique ID number
•
Fixture type, wattage and mounting height
•
Pole setback from edge of pavement
•
Arm length
•
Pole material (steel, aluminum, wood)
•
Pole ownership
•
Connection location (overhead or ground)
•
Road classification and pedestrian activity
•
Decorative data (pole color, photocell)
•
Street name

Our mobile street lighting app offers significant benefits. No specialized
equipment or expensive software licenses are required for the TOWNS
authorized users to access the survey data online and all data can be
easily exported to MS-Excel.
Access the link below to view a work product sample of RealTerm Energy’s street light map.
Content is proprietary and confidential.
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Compatible with virtually any smart phone and tablet, our scalable approach:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allows for easy customization of the data collection to include virtually any kind of information
desired by the TOWNS.
Accelerates data collection, shortens the project timeline and increases life-cycle savings.
Clearly reveals any gaps and errors that might exist in the inventory data belonging to the
TOWNS or Central Maine Power (CMP).
Optimizes both energy savings and street lighting performance during the design and
installation phases by making any necessary corrections to the inventory early in the process.
Reduces costs and delays that result from incorrect fixture and/or quantity orders.
Provides TOWN staff and stakeholders with online login access to the mapping system,
ensuring full transparency of the project from start to finish.
Facilitates the production of weekly progress / issue reports to be reviewed by the TOWNS

Investment Grade Audit Report
Based on the detailed photometric design of your new LED street lighting system, RealTerm will produce
an Investment Grade Audit Report.
This report will provide the TOWNS with 1) a complete analysis of the current streetlight infrastructure’s
performance and 2) a comparison of the status quo energy consumption with the post-conversion LED
system, using highly accurate data from the custom photometric designs.
This bankable report is based on precise fixture-by-fixture inventory and design, and provides the
optimal fixture types, wattages, light distributions and quantities for approval by the Town and for
procurement. It is easily understood and acts as a helpful tool for communicating the advantages of the
LED conversion to non-expert decision-makers, stakeholders and community members.
The Report will include:
•
Baseline energy use, energy cost, and operations and maintenance costs
•
Recommended fixture types and wattages
•
Estimated retrofit energy consumption, and energy, operations and maintenance costs
•
Estimated sources of funding including rebates / incentives
•
Calculation of estimated total conversion cost and payback period
•
Calculation of Green House Gas (GHG) reduction
DELIVERABLES
•

5.2.

A detailed, accurate and easy-to-read Investment Grade Audit Report based on the up to date
inventory data and suitable for arranging financing and useful for communicating the benefits
of the LED conversion.

Financial Stability

RealTerm Energy has financed 14 projects on behalf of municipalities (see table below) whereby we use
our own capital to finance all project costs up front. The municipality and RealTerm Energy share in the
energy and maintenance savings over the 10-year term until the capital costs are repaid. RealTerm
Energy is responsible for the maintenance of the street lights during this time, ensuring their
functionality for warranty related issues. The split of the savings between the client and RealTerm is
determined in advance, including all warranty maintenance work on the street lights and control nodes
and related equipment. At the end of the 10-year period, 100% of the energy and maintenance savings
are enjoyed by the client, as shown in the graph.
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The Energy Savings Performance Contract (ESPC) specifies a series of shared energy and maintenance
savings that inflate at pre-set amounts (3% for energy and 2% for labour) such that a 10-year series
of cash flows are pre-determined, thereby offering a hedge against inflation to the municipality.
The following table provides a list of projects implemented by RealTerm Energy using the ESPC.

EPC CLIENTS

LUMINAIRES

COMPLETION DATE

Georgina, ON

4,232

5/27/2016

Whitchurch-Stouffville, ON

3,200

11/16/2016

Orangeville, ON

2,789

5/27/2016

Kincardine, ON

1,148

11/08/2015

Elliot Lake, ON

1,141

25/07/2015

Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON

1,034

12/05/2015

Minto, ON

716

04/05/2015

Blind River, ON

693

20/03/2015

Iroquois Falls, ON

577

30/03/2015

Cramahe, ON

418

28/07/2015

Hamilton, ON

392

04/09/2015

Powassan, ON

227

15/09/2015

Grenville-sur-la-Rouge, QC

175

27/04/2016

159

20/08/2015

Burk's Falls, ON
Grand total (14 projects)

16 901
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5.3.

Photometric Design

RealTerm’s in-house design team uses GIS-based inventory data to create photometric design plans
that optimize lighting quality, safety levels and energy savings.
•
All designs follow the RP-8-2014 Roadway Lighting recommendation produced by the IES.
•
They are done in accordance with LEED-ND (Neighborhood Development) and specifically, with
GIB Credit 17-Light Pollution Reduction.
•
Each design reduces back-light and up-light while delivering the required light to the targeted
area. Light trespass and Dark Sky considerations are incorporated to avoid light pollution.
Our team delivers the most efficient design methodology to achieve standardized designs that meet the
RP-8-2014 guidelines wherever possible, thereby reducing the number of over- or under-lit roadways.
While every effort is made to use RP-8-2014 in all instances, concerns specific to the TOWNS will be
addressed by the design team (such as adding or reducing light levels where desired by the Town). In
particular, unique regional characteristics such as neighborhoods, schools, hospitals and areas with
higher levels of street crime, accidents and/or vehicle-bicycle-pedestrian conflicts, are taken into
account, as is historical information and crash data in high-risk areas.
Due to our broad-based knowledge of available product settings, RealTerm Energy’s design team:
•
Determines base designs for representative streets and carefully applies the designs to all other
streets with the same parameters. This process is repeated for each unique set of street
conditions
•
Utilizes the adjustable wattages and different light distribution patterns available to fully
optimize the design of your LED conversion, in order to maximize your energy savings
•
Typically uses 15-20 different fixture settings when creating their photometric designs. Most
turn-key providers limit the product range to 5 or 6 settings, thus not taking full advantage of
the benefits of LEDs. (This does not cause inventory problems due to the low failure rate of
LEDs, such that only 1-2 spare luminaires of each kind need to be kept in stock).

Upon completion and approval of the photometric
designs, the LED design specifications are imported
and mapped within our application. The map uses the
inventory survey data to identifying precisely:
•
Which LED fixture type is to be installed at each
individual location
•
What settings are to be used for each
luminaire.
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Our team has the experience to be able to evaluate and work with multiple LED manufacturers to arrive
at superior design recommendations.
DELIVERABLES
•

Recommended photometric design plan aimed at maximizing energy savings

•

Accurate design specifications for representative street classifications that have accounted for
all the relevant streetlight infrastructure, roadway, intersection and sidewalk characteristics

•

Updated streetlight inventory map specifying the LED replacement fixture and wattage for
each individual location (see sample image above).

5.4.

Project Management

Project Management Experience
RealTerm Energy’s conversion projects have ranged from 13 fixtures to over 10,000 fixtures in urban,
suburban and rural municipalities. Our project management team has demonstrated its ability to
effectively manage and complete numerous turn-key LED conversion projects simultaneously for
multiple municipalities in wide-spread locations. We adapt our approach according to each municipalities’
unique needs and streetlight infrastructure requirements, standards and legislation. During a recent
quarter, our project management team was overseeing 64 installation subcontractors on 35
separate projects.

Single Point of Contact (SPOC) Management
RealTerm Energy will assign a project manager as the single point of contact for the duration of the
project. This enhances overall efficiency with regard to time and costs, and increases project
transparency. Our team recommends that the TOWNS also assign a SPOC as this will provide a clear
management structure to communicate all project information.

Challenges and Solutions
Every project has risks and our role as your turn-key provider is to mitigate them. The experience gained
through our previous 170+ installed LED conversion projects has provided invaluable knowledge which
we will leverage to benefit the TOWNS.
We believe a key factor for the success of the installation relates to the coordination with and cooperation
of On Target Utility Services and their possible role in the project. We have already established a strong
working relationship with CMP and are in the process of doing the same with On Target. In particular,
there is the risk which is linked to the current condition of the street lighting infrastructure in the TOWNS.
This can be partially mitigated by taking advantage of the utility’s willingness to remove equipment over
fifteen years old at no cost to the TOWNS. The other issue that we are currently reviewing for Falmouth
and South Portland concerns the placement of the existing infrastructure. We identified some fixtures
which, based on their proximity to the primary connection and transformers, may not be up to code.
One solution which we are exploring with CMP and will pursue with On Target is to ensure that the
acceptance of the location of replacement fixtures be grandfathered from their current placement under
On Target ownership.
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Lastly is the coordination of decommissioning, fuse installation and installation of the replacement
fixtures. We are working with CMP and On Target to ensure that these 3 steps take place in one service
call to eliminate downtime and significantly reduce installation costs. Other factors such as weather and
unforeseen conditions could impact the project; however, if the rollout takes place during the summer
and fall this risk will be mitigated.
See Appendix C for a list of installation challenges we have encountered in previous projects, and our
team’s approach to solving such unanticipated issues.

5.5.

Technology Procurement

The RealTerm Energy team has directly handled the procurement of over 160,000 street light fixtures
in the last 4 years, working with the industry-leading LED street light manufacturers.
Municipalities we’ve worked with know that we will only design LED street light systems using products
from reputable manufacturers. These manufacturers must be financially solid, certified, proven and
supply the highest quality luminaires accompanied by appropriate warrantees. Various fixture
characteristics are reviewed during the selection process such as color temperature, color rendition
index, distribution pattern, efficacy, etc., and the impacts of each. We also run a lifecycle cost and
saving analysis on product offerings.

Selection of LED Supplier(s)
RealTerm Energy will use a competitive bidding process, involving non-proprietary performance
specifications. The TOWNS will be requested to review and approve the luminaires based on the
RealTerm’s evaluation grid and recommendation of the specifications and qualifications submitted by
each respondent.
Listed below are some high-level initial criteria that we have identified as most valuable when evaluating
any LED luminaire manufacturer:
•

Products achieving significant energy reduction (at least 40 percent) and requiring reduced
maintenance while meeting or exceeding all of the standards discussed earlier;

•

Luminaires that can be fitted to multiple types of fixtures (e.g., cobrahead and decorative)
that utilize the current pole/mounting system;
Lighting design solutions that include photometric lighting layouts, 2-D line drawings, 3-D fullimage drawings, material specifications, virtual streetscapes, and budget analysis—all of which
must show design data at 50,000 hours or greater and focus on Downward Delivered Lumens
using acceptable color temperature range in accordance with IESO testing standards;

•

•

Products wired with and/or capable of installing wireless controls that allow for setting light
level transition times, adjusting light output levels, and notifying controllers of outages and
other problems for improved maintenance;

•

A clear description of how the warranty is triggered and who honors it (a 10-year warranty on
luminaires and minimum 5-year warranty on all other components)

Lighting Controls and Other Smart City Solutions
Based on previous experience and our ongoing dialogue with a host of municipalities and Smart City
providers across North America, RealTerm Energy recommends a thorough survey be completed by
key stakeholders internal to the TOWNS. This process allows the TOWNS to gather feedback as to the
ideal Smart City solutions from each stakeholder’s unique perspective.
Content is proprietary and confidential.
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We recommend that the TOWNS and RealTerm staff work collaboratively to select the ideal Smart
Controls solution that best meets your requirements. The Smart City vendor community is rapidly
expanding, with new technologies, applications and entrants beginning to crowd the marketplace. We
are exposed to both innovative solutions, as well as the ‘me too’ companies, with varying degrees of
certitude that they are either capable of delivering the promised solutions or have the financial strength
to be there in the long run. Therefore, we strongly recommend gaining the input of all stakeholders to
precisely ascertain what each wants, needs, and requires of this community.
RealTerm Energy is unbiased and non-aligned service provider so we will work in the TOWNS best
interests to locate and verify Smart City companies that meet the technical requirements (e.g. open
communication protocols), are financially strong, have a good installation base with an excellent
reputation and track record, and have been in business for a sufficient time.
Experience with Lighting Controls and Smart City Devices
RealTerm Energy is currently deploying lighting controls and smart city devices in the following
municipalities.
Municipality
Great Neck, Village of
Milton, Town of

State/Province
ON
ON

Qty of Fixtures
800
25

Smart City Offering
Streetlight controls + cameras
Streetlight controls

DELIVERABLES
•
Develop, issue and evaluate detailed LED product tender/bids based on previous inventory
measurements and photometric calculations, and help develop the same for smart controls, as
needed
•
Negotiations with vendors aimed at securing competitive prices
•
Complete service for selection, ordering and logistics of LED luminaires
•
Assistance in the development of a smart city survey and solution, as needed

5.6.

Installation and Maintenance

Installation Kickoff Meeting
RealTerm Energy’s Installation Supervisor, Project Manager and installation contractor will conduct an
installation kickoff meeting with the TOWNS, CMP and other stakeholders to discuss and confirm all
installation procedures and deadlines. Prior experience tells us that staff from the departments such as
Roads and Traffic/Transportation, Public Works, Police, Infrastructure, IT, Community Services and
Marketing should all attend to understand the project goals, limitations, requirements and obligations
upon all parties.
All information will be relayed through each party’s single point of contact to allow for more effective
communication and avoids the “CC all” mindset that burdens staff and contractors alike with extraneous
emails chains.

Installation Subcontractor: On Target Utility Services
RealTerm Energy has selected On Target Utility Services to complete all required installation work. On
Target is RealTerm’s preferred contractor of the few approved Master Service Providers (MSP) allowed
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to perform street light conversions on CMP’s grid and is also a registered Qualified Partner with Efficiency
Maine (see Appendix E to view On Target’s official Efficiency Maine certificate.)
With multiple locations in Portland and Gardiner, ME, On Target has all the necessary facilities and
resources to complete the conversion project on time and to quickly respond to any issues that arise.
Their local facilities will facilitate storage and staging of the luminaires, and will minimize travel time to
and from the work sites.
On Target regularly completes the transfer and installation of street lighting within the state of Maine.
Furthermore, On Target crews build and maintain power lines for CMP, and are well versed with regards
to CMP’s safety and quality standards.
In 2015 On Target completed the following work:
•

4,405 Poles set (720 in ledge)

•

3,341 Anchors Installed (465 ledge pins)

•

213 115kv & 34.5kv transmission energized structure replacements

•

38 Circuit miles of wire installed

•

25 Miles of fiber optic cable installed

•

13,200 Fibers spliced and tested

On Target's training facility in Gardiner, ME, serves as a training yard and as an equipment testing and
certification site for power line, telecommunication and underground locating crews. The site is equipped
with transmission structures, distribution lines and poles that can be energized for line worker training
along with underground wire and conduit that can serve as testing grounds for new locators and for
recalibrating locating equipment. This ensures that all On Target personnel undergo a rigorous training
program.
On Target holds quarterly safety meetings, annual OSHA compliance training and conducts daily
tailboard and weekly safety talks. Their commitment to maintaining a safety-minded culture is On
Target’s strongest attribute. In 2016, On Target’s safety officers, have conducted 1,478 unannounced
Field Safety Audits at their various jobsites.

Training
Our project manager and field installation supervisor outline all installation protocols and provide all
necessary training for each team of installers to ensure that all work is done to the highest standards
and is fully documented through the streetlight app. Procedures are worked out in advance to ensure a
safe working environment and to establish guidelines for handling exceptions and reporting problems,
and to be sure that the TOWNS interests are always advanced.

Installation Protocols
Our team implements highly efficient installation protocols that are aimed at:
•
Minimizing disruption to traffic, pedestrians and residents
•
Minimizing the installation timeline
•
Maximizing safety and environmental standards
•
Maximizing installation working hours
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Staging
Our team will consist of staging personnel (located at the storage facility) that will ensure all fixtures
are pre-separated by truck prior to each installation day. This process has allowed our installation crews
to arrive on site 30 minutes earlier and minimizes trips to and from the storage facility.
Installation Zones
RealTerm Energy recommends that the fixtures be installed in zones. By breaking up the installation
phase into zones, we have found that we can efficiently stage the delivery of the lights according to
each zone, reducing the need for large-scale storage facilities, and eliminating the need to make return
trips into zones that have been completed in advance.
Additionally, we have grouped our installation teams in the same zone to minimize the disruption to
surrounding traffic, pedestrians and residents. By implementing this technique, our crews move through
each area or zone at a faster rate without any sacrifice to installation quality.
Traffic Management Plan (TMP)
RealTerm Energy will work with the Portland Public Works Department, Police Department and other
relevant local authorities in the development, approval and management of the TMP prior to, and during,
the installation period.
RealTerm Energy will coordinate traffic management with the installation electricians and will keep all
necessary authorities informed of the traffic management activities. As well, we will liaise with the Town
regarding any concerns or issues relating to traffic management.
Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
RealTerm Energy will develop an Environmental Management Plan (EMP) together with the installation
contractors in order to respect the requirements for the identifying, handling, storing, and shipping of
fixtures, and of the hazardous materials resulting from the removal and recycling of the existing
luminaires. All recycling and disposal work will be done in accordance with all Federal, State and
municipal regulations. The streetlight fixtures will be completely disassembled in the area and individual
components will be shipped to the appropriate recycling facilities in the closest proximity. The
information from our GIS streetlight app will be used to plan and verify the recycling process. The
TOWNS will be provided recycling certificates for all former fixtures and our team will maintain organized
disposal records for reference as needed.

Media and Community Outreach
Our team has established a strong communication protocol with all of our past clients. Our objective is
to inform the Town of all information relating to the project and to ensure it is easily understood and
quickly made available. Once the installation schedule is finalized, RealTerm Energy will work alongside
the TOWNS staff to develop a community outreach and notification plan in order to ensure full project
transparency to all stakeholders, including residents.
The below icons summarize the various outreach strategies we deploy:
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Open house

Press releases

Website updates

Live tracking of
installation

Answering
resident
complaints

Continuous
Communications

Maintenance
High-quality LED lighting has changed the landscape for street light maintenance. It is no longer
necessary to stock enough bulbs to repair up to 30% of your street lights. When the complete inventory
of lights of a variety of ages is replaced with new lights, many fewer calls can be expected, and most of
those will be covered by the manufacturer’s or the installer’s warranty
An important thing to remember about LED Luminaires is that their lifespan of a LED is vastly longer
than that of incandescent, fluorescent or HID lamp sources. The industry leading LEDs will generally last
between 70,000 – 100,000 hours (burn hours) or longer while a high-pressure sodium luminaire needs
to be re-lamped every 20,000 - 24,000 hours and a metal halide luminaire every 10,000 - 16,000 hours.
Additionally, LEDs have extremely low failure rates. With over 100,000 streetlights, RealTerm Energy
has witnessed a failure rate below 0.5%.
Maintenance Approach
RealTerm Energy will assign a single point of contact within the client services department who
will handle any maintenance issues the TOWNS may encounter. Our 24/7 Call Center will dispatch
all maintenance calls. Once a call is received, it will be transmitted to the local contractor for
immediate service.
We will establish a protocol for responding to outages with a local electrical sub-contractor.
Replacement stock of luminaires will be kept locally to reduce the time required to repair fixtures
which have failed.
We keep up-to-date-records for each street light and provide access of the system to the TOWNS.
We know exactly what fixture, photocell, wiring, etc., is at every pole so that maintenance calls are
handled swiftly and accurately. In this view you see the replacement details provided in the event
of fixture failure.
Warranty Period
Maintenance includes Installation Warranty and Fixture Warranty. RealTerm Energy and our
installation sub-contractor warrant all workmanship completed within the demarcation point for a
period of one (1) year following the completion date of the installation. All outages related to
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workmanship issues will be fixed for no additional cost during the Installation Warranty period.
(The demarcation point of the routine maintenance services is the electrical connection inside the
fixture).
The Luminaire and Photocell are covered by their manufacturer’s warranties for 10 and 12 years,
respectively. RealTerm Energy will work with the manufacturer to repair or replace the defective
items at no additional cost.
Subsequent Years
Routine Maintenance includes all the street light repairs beyond the demarcation point including
replacement of defective fixtures and photo controllers (when communicated to RealTerm Energy).
RealTerm and its local contractor will replace the defective items within seven business days of
notification (barring weather issues). The routine maintenance costs include the labor cost to repair
or to replace the defective items, the cost of the bucket truck and the shipping cost to the
manufacturer of the defective items. RealTerm Energy and its Contractor will keep spare parts for
fixtures and photo controllers readily available.
Maintenance Under an Energy Savings Performance Contract
Should the TOWNS decide to enter into an Energy Savings Performance Contract (ESPC), RealTerm
Energy will responsible to provide maintenance services for the length of the contract.
Adjusting and Cleaning
There is no generally-accepted recommendation for the cleaning of LED cobra-head Street Lights. Unless
you are in a region where high levels of dust and dirt are known to accumulate on down-facing lights,
it is not foreseen that cleaning should be required.
If you suspect that cleaning and/or adjustment may be necessary, we recommend that you assess the
useable light levels using RealTerm Energy’s Lux-Mapping™ service (see Appendix F). This will enable
you to assess whether the actual light levels are above or below the recommended levels (whether or
not there is visible dirt on the lenses and/or they need adjustment).
DELIVERABLES
•
Installation of new LED streetlights
•
Access to app for real-time tracking of installations
•
Complete data set of actual products installed, wiring changes, etc.
•
Press releases customized to this project and your communication objectives, and highlighting
the local staffing and the local businesses being employed
•
Frequently Asked Questions handouts for media and TOWNS website
•
Updatable schedule and map to be published on the TOWNS website
•
Recycling and disposal of all old fixtures including recycling certificates and documentation
•
Post-installation maintenance services (degree of service to vary depending on financing method
chosen by the TOWNS)
REQUIRED FROM THE TOWNS
•
•
•

The TOWNS schedule of upcoming events, road closures and road construction
Timely input concerning our proposed schedule
Prioritization of sections/neighborhoods for deployment of streetlight products
Content is proprietary and confidential.
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5.7.

Construction Administration

Quality Control and Spot-Checks
Quality control verifications are initiated as soon as the installation begins in order to verify that all
standards are being met. We ensure that fixtures are mounted level, that all connections are secure,
and that proper safety equipment is in place both for the workers as well as the site. Throughout the
installation process, we remain in constant communication with the Town’s staff and respond to any
issues raised by community members.
RealTerm Energy will perform a sampling of spot-checks on installed lights to ensure proper installation
procedures are being followed throughout the installation phase.
We are very confident in our quality control procedures, which have been proven throughout all of our
installations. Since this streetlight network will be operational in the Town for over 20 years, we want
to make sure that everything will be delivered as promised. Therefore, we also offer the additional
assurance of having third parties verify our installation work. Independent third parties will validate the
quality of the workmanship as well as the accuracy of the data input for your future asset management.
Reports from the independent third parties will be sent to the Town with the completion of the project.
Weekly Status Updates
Use of the streetlight app is a mandatory requirement for any subcontractor that does installation work
for RealTerm Energy. The app will allow our team to validate precisely the work being conducted in the
field at each fixture location and provide weekly reports and status updates.

The On Target personnel will use RealTerm Energy’s
customized GIS street light app, which builds on the
GIS survey and design data. Use of this app is
extremely important as it tells the installation crew
what LED luminaire to install at each individual
location, confirms what has been installed / removed
and allows our team and municipal stakeholders to
review project progress in real-time.
The installation team can also use the app to view
and/or record any street light infrastructure that
requires repair and/or new wiring. The installation
team builds on the data that was captured during the
GIS inventory phase.
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Change Order Management
We have learned in over 170 successfully completed installations that there is no way to predict with
certainty what our installation crews will discover when removing old luminaires. Deficient wiring, lack
of proper insulation, inadequate or missing grounding or fusing and national safety standard issues are
far more common than not. We also understand that an over-reliance on change orders to rectify any
unanticipated issues is less desirable and often more costly than extensive pre-project inspections and
examinations with the TOWNS resources on site. This early communication and scope definition will
prove essential in maintaining cost control and avoiding ‘scope creep’, and minimizes unexpected
expenses.
Therefore, throughout the whole process, as new needs are identified, our intention is to review with
the TOWNS in advance in order to clearly establish which additional work the TOWNS would like
RealTerm Energy to rectify. Our past experience compels us to make the TOWNS aware that unforeseen
situations are highly likely to arise. Although we have a standard process for handling alterations to the
scope using change orders, we will take the time at the outset of the project to work with Town staff to
personalize this process to your needs. The change orders are logged and tracked electronically through
RealTerm’s software. The Town receives confirmations of change orders and a consolidation is done at
final billing.
Billing Changes
The tremendous benefit of your energy savings won’t be realized until the energy bills from your utility
are adjusted to reflect the new lower kW consumption of the new LED streetlights. Our app enables us
to document, in real-time, the fixtures that were removed and the new LED fixtures that were installed,
with their corresponding wattage. This allows us to produce ongoing datasets throughout the installation
phase that provides all appropriate information for bill adjustment. As often as On Target permits, the
Town’s billing will be adjusted throughout the installation phase to maximize energy cost savings.
Revised billing usually begins the very next billing cycle after installation is completed. We have proven
experience with over 40 utilities to date. Billing changes have never been refused nor delayed due to
our accurate data and efficient procedures.
DELIVERABLES
•

Weekly installation updates

•

Quality control verifications and spot-checks

REQUIRED FROM THE TOWNS
•
•
•

The TOWNS schedule of upcoming events, road closures and road construction
Timely input concerning our proposed schedule
Prioritization of sections/neighborhoods for deployment of streetlight products

Closeout
Upon completion of the contract, RealTerm Energy transfers a Commissioning Binder (on paper and on
a USB key) to the TOWNS. This ensures that you and your team have all complete and necessary
information going forward. This will include but is not limited to:
•
•

Closing letter
Luminaire and photocell warranties

•
•

Contractor letters
Disposal approvals
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•
•
•
•
•

5.8.

All collected metadata on the street
lights and their LED replacements
Cost outline
Insurance

•

Lighting designs

•
•

Final incentive and/or rebate application
documentation
Billing change confirmation from the
utility

•

Customer Care information
Final installed mapping (ESRI, KMZ and
Excel Spreadsheet Format)
Emergency contact details for our staff
members

Streetlight Acquisition

RealTerm Energy supports local ownerships because when municipalities gain control of their streetlight
assets it enables them to reduce energy and O&M costs, improve operating efficiency, and take
advantage of new emerging "smart" technologies.
RealTerm Energy can assist the TOWNS in the acquisition of its streetlights from the utility to whatever
degree is most desirable. Members of our consulting team have many years of experience working with

utilities and public utility commissions (PUCs) as both private and municipal employees and have helped
municipalities buyback their streetlights in projects across North America.

Methodology
RealTerm Energy offers consultative support to assist with streetlight acquisition, which generally
follows the process below:

A survey of approximately 1,070 fixtures across 4 municipalities will take our surveying team roughly 2
weeks, and will take an additional 2 weeks to validate and approve the data. Given these short timelines,
it’s recommended that the TOWNS, RealTerm Energy and CMP meet following completion of the GIS
surveys so that the meetings begin based on the most up-to-date fixture inventory.
Typically, utilities use a Net Book Value (NBV) to establish the cost of acquiring fixtures. However, their
way of calculating this may not take an accurate account of all contributions you have made in the past,
for example to the street lighting reserve. To this end, we will request the records of additions and
retirements, the approved depreciation rates and the allocations made of net salvage costs going back
thirty years. Following this, we can do an independent calculation of the NBV. As part of our negotiations
with CMP, RealTerm Energy will ensure that any agreements signed have a clause protecting the TOWNS
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from losing any additional benefits that might come from a future rate case that addresses how the
value of the street light assets are calculated. This may not be required in every instance as it is a value
proposition. If the calculations reveal a small discrepancy and it looks like reaching an equitable
settlement will cause significant delays, we have to balance the lost savings due to the delays against
the value of the effort to seek an adjustment. RealTerm Energy together with the community will review
the determination and make a decision as to the best course of action to meet the TOWNS goals.

Experience
Adding to our team’s local experience is George Woodbury, one of the Northeast’s most experienced
specialists in street light acquisition, having worked since 2004 with the states of Maine, Massachusetts
and Rhode Island in drafting their street light acquisition legislation. Currently, he is co-managing the
new Partnership for Rhode Island Streetlight Management (PRISM) program involving 27 of 38 RI
municipalities and representing approximately 70,000 streetlights. Prior to that, George worked with 85
municipalities in Massachusetts on their street light conversion projects. Furthermore, he was the author
of the first legislation in New England that permitted street light acquisition and has been an active
participant in the law and rulemaking in Maine, serving as the expert witness for various Maine
communities and municipalities. George has represented various Maine municipalities including the
Town of Falmouth in negotiating successfully the terms established by the Maine PUC for the buyback
of fixtures with a more equitable calculation of Net Book Value than what had been proposed previously
by the utility.
Furthermore, our work with over 40 different electric utilities has provided us with a broad experience
touching all aspects of streetlight projects including acquisition, decommissioning, demarcation, wiring,
recycling, maintenance, etc.

5.9.

Incentives and Rebates

Once the designs have been confirmed, our team will process and submit on behalf of the Town all
paperwork required to ensure the available rebate financial incentives and/or rebates are secured.
Typically, municipalities have multiple options as to how they receive the incentives and some of these
choices reflect more usefully in their budgeting than others. All options will be discussed with the TOWNS
to determine the solution that best meets the needs of the TOWNS.

Efficiency Maine Incentives
Our team is currently in the process of preparing the LED streetlight incentive applications for three
municipalities in Maine: Falmouth, South Portland and Biddeford. Our team is familiar with Efficiency
Maine’s incentive structure and process for exterior lighting, and will ensure that the TOWNS receives
all available incentives.
Efficiency Maine offers per-unit incentives for multiple exterior LED lighting products. The eligibility
criteria are as follows:
•
•
•

Street light and/or parking light that is NOT utility-owned
Listed on the DesignLights Consortium’s standard Qualified Products List
The selected installation contractor is required to be an Efficiency Maine Qualified Partner

For a more detailed breakdown of Efficiency Maine’s exterior lighting incentives please see Appendix
C.
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APPENDIX A: PROJECT SCHEDULES (GANTT CHARTS)
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APPENDIX B: LONG RESUMES
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Project Role: Project Manager
Silvia Sepulveda
16+ years
of electrical
engineering
experience

Silvia assumes project management responsibility for all
aspects of the project life cycle (initiate, plan, execute,
control, close). She provides day-to-day management of
the services relationship with RTE clients, from project
scheduling and milestone tracking, to procurement and
installation. Silvia also helps promote innovative and
improved methods to ensure project workloads are
accomplished, and implemented, using best practices.

Professional Credentials
Member of the Québec Order of Engineers

Her various responsibilities as Project Manager include:
•

Certified Project Management Professional (PMP)

•

Coordinating the overall project schedule and
various process tasks amongst all departments
Keeping clients updated regularly on the status of
their projects

Member of the Project Management Institute
(PMI), Montreal Chapter
Education
Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering from

Prior to joining RealTerm Energy, Silvia worked for
Bechtel as a Six Sigma Black Belt and Engineering Group
Supervisor, where she:
•

the Simon Bolivar University, Caracas, Venezuela
•

Languages
Fluent in English, French, and Spanish

•

Project Responsibilities:
• Provide the municipality with regular
updates on the status of its project
• Assume project management responsibility
for all aspects of the project life cycle
Related Projects:
• City of Victoria, BC [6,458 fixtures]
• City of Cuyahoga Falls, OH [5,810 fixtures]
• City of Biddeford, ME [2,300 fixtures]

•

Managed process improvement projects to
optimize profitability and customer/employee
satisfaction
Oversaw all aspects of the projects over the
entire project life cycle (initiation to closure)
Worked with various teams to identify root causes
and potential solutions in order to improve
performance using Six Sigma methodology
Coordinated team efforts across departments,
suppliers and consultants of the electrical
engineering (HV, MV, LV) for the Iron Ore
Company’s Concentrate Expansion Program

Silvia also held several prior roles as an Electrical
Engineer. She brings over 16 years of electrical
engineering experience with a strong background in
large projects for heavy industry (mining and metals, oil
and gas) for clients such as Alcoa, The Iron Ore Company
of Canada, Rio Tinto and Citgo.

• City of South Portland, ME [2,000 fixtures]
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Project Role: Director of Project Management
Fernando Araujo
Eng.
20+ years
of project
management
experience

Fernando Araujo is the Director of Project Management
for RealTerm Energy and will be the Lead Project
Manager for this conversion. He will be responsible for
the oversight and direction of the operational department
teams. As well, he will manage the changes and risks
associated with the planning and delivery of this project’s
objectives.

Professional Credentials
Member of the Québec Order of Engineers and the
Québec Order of Professional Technologists

With 20 plus years of professional project management
in the construction industry, Fernando has demonstrated
a proven ability to manage in complex, diverse and
dynamic environments.

Education
Bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering from
the École de technologie supérieure, Montréal,
Canada
Languages
Fluent in English, French, Portuguese and Italian

Project Responsibilities:
•

Oversight and direction of the operational
department teams

Relevant Project Experience:

His various responsibilities as Director of Project
Management will include:
•
Driving the development and implementation of
the LED conversion project to meet the TOWNS
stated goals and priorities
•
Managing the project budget and resource
allocation
•
Working cross-functionally with the TOWNS and
RealTerm Energy to solve any problems and/or
implement any necessary changes
Fernando has managed and supervised the completion of
over 80 LED conversion projects, totaling 72,000 fixtures
since joining RealTerm Energy in February 2016.
Prior to joining RealTerm Energy, Fernando was an MEP
Project Manager at Construction Santé Montréal, where
he:
•

•

City of Barrie, ON [10,622 fixtures]

•

City of Oshawa, ON [10,372 fixtures]

•

•

City of London, ON [9,380 fixtures]

•

•

City of Biddeford, ME [2,300 fixtures]

•

City of South Portland, ME [2,000
fixtures]

•
•
•

Created and planned the working methods
statements of subcontractors
Interpreted and managed the administrative
clauses of technical contracts
Guided procurement teams in purchase
processes with suppliers
Ensured quality control measures were
respected
Assured all construction work was done in
accordance with Health and Safety standards
Oversaw project schedules and ensured that
milestones were attained

Fernando has also worked as Project Manager for Trane
and Johnson Controls, two major North American ESCOs,
successfully managing all aspects of the project cycle to
deliver on time and on budget.
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Project Role: Manager, Geospatial Engineering and Lighting Design
Dan Kirby
15+ years

experience

Dan Kirkby manages our Geospatial Engineering and
Lighting Design Departments as well as the development
of RealTerm Energy’s GIS-enabled Smart City tools for
local municipalities. He created our custom applications
to gather field data, direct and record installation work
and enable Smart City connectivity.

Professional Credentials
Served as Army Engineering Officer, Canadian
Military

Dan brings over 14 years of Engineering Management, 8
of those in the Geospatial industry. His professionalism
and detailed work contributed to his appointment to GIS
Engineering Manager and Design Supervisor.

Officer Commanding, Geospatial Support
Squadron, Mapping and Charting Establishment

Dan’s various responsibilities
Manager include:

of engineering
management

Languages
Fluent in English and French

Project Responsibilities:
•
Coordinate, supervise and approve the
Coordinate and supervise the street light
audit
•

Work collaboratively with clients to
develop a lighting design plan that
satisfies all needs and requirements

Related Projects:
•
City of Barrie, ON [10,622 fixtures]
•

City of Oshawa, ON [10,372 fixtures]

•

City of London, ON [9,380 fixtures]

•

City of Victoria, BC [6,458 fixtures]

Engineering

Developing and delivering geospatial solutions
in support of RealTerm Energy services related
to the design, project management, financing
and maintenance of LED systems

•

Developing/managing mobile field collection
and installation tool

•

Day-to-day operations of our Geo Department

•

Managing scheduling for Field Surveyors and
Subcontractors for Street Light Audit field
surveys.

•

Managing street light audit budgets

•

Providing subject matter expertise and
engineering services for the development of
large scale LED mapping operations

•

Conducting quality assurance and control of
collected data and collaborating with clients to
ensure completeness

design process
•

GIS

•
Education
Master of Engineering, Geodetic and Geospatial
Engineering, University of New Brunswick,
Canada
Bachelor of Engineering, Civil Engineering from
the University of Western, Canada

as

Prior to joining RealTerm Energy, Dan was an
Engineering Officer in the Canadian Army, where he was
deployed in Kandahar, Afghanistan in 2008-09 in
support of task force 3-08.
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Project Role: Lighting Design Supervisor
Everton Crosara
20+ years
of project planning and
management for
electrical systems

Professional Credentials
Professor, Power Transmission and Distribution, at
St. Clair College, Chatham, Ontario
Education
Bachelor of Engineering, Electrical Engineering
from Pontifícia Universidade Católica de Minas
Gerais, Belo Horizonte/MG, Brazil
Languages
Fluent in English and Spanish

Project Responsibilities:
•

Review lighting designs

•

Ensure lighting designs follow the IES
guidelines RP-8-2014, RP-22-2011 and
RP-20-2014, as well as the Design Guides
DG-4-2014, DG-19-2008 and DG-232014 for outdoor lighting

Related Projects:
•

City of Barrie, ON [10,622 fixtures]

•

City of Oshawa, ON [10,372 fixtures]

•

City of London, ON [9,380 fixtures]

•

City of Victoria, BC [6,458 fixtures]

Everton has designed over 100,000 streetlights
(including cobra heads and a wide range of decorative
fixtures) across more than 100 projects since joining
RealTerm Energy. His extensive knowledge of street
lighting design and expertise in electrical distribution
systems enables him to design for maximized energy
efficiency and reduced costs.
His various responsibilities as Lighting Design Manager
include:
• Managing and coordinating the lighting design
process
•

Ensuring an optimal lighting design, following the
IES guidelines RP-8-2014, RP-22-2011 and RP-202014, as well as the Design Guides DG-4-2014, DG19-2008 and DG-23-2014 for outdoor lighting

•

Applying

his

electrical

engineering

expertise

whenever there are out of the norm situations
Prior to joining RealTerm Energy, Everton was the
Director, Operational Excellence at SRE Engineering and
Construction Ltd.
Everton brings valuable technical expertise to RealTerm
Energy. He draws on his extensive project planning and
management experience both in Brazil and Canada. He
has overseen the construction and maintenance of
systems of some 211,000 street lights, accent lighting,
power-line distribution, transmission and energy
efficiency.
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Project Role: Senior Energy Efficiency and Estimating Engineer
Csaba Demsze
Csaba is one of a handful of energy efficiency experts in
the world at his level. He is determined to draw the
greatest efficiencies from every project as he calculates
savings in operation, maintenance, costs and energy.

20+ years
of energy analysis
and project

Csaba has worked on over 140 LED municipal streetlight
projects for RealTerm Energy. His industry expertise
also includes conducting energy efficiency lighting
audits for commercial and industrial clients in North
America and Europe.

management
experience
Professional Credentials
Member, Quebec Association for Energy
Management (2010–14)
Canada Green Building Council Quebec Section
(2011-12)
European Federation of Intelligent Energy
Efficiency (2006-07)
Education
Masters, Business Administration from
Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College,
England
Languages
Fluent in English, French, Hungarian and
Romanian

Project Responsibilities:
•

Supervise Summary Report and Financial
Calculations

•

Energy Savings Analyses and
Assessments

Related Projects:
•

City of Barrie, ON [10,622 fixtures]

•

City of Oshawa, ON [10,372 fixtures]

•

City of London, ON [9,380 fixtures]

•

City of Victoria, BC [6,458 fixtures]

His various responsibilities as Energy Efficiency and
Estimating Manager include:
• Preparing and verifying lighting proposals as well
as technical and financial models for energy
efficiency lighting projects
• Managing the day-to-day operations of the
Estimating team
• Supervising incentive and grant applications for
our clients.
Prior to joining RealTerm Energy, Csaba was the Energy
Solutions Manager at Nedco, a Division of Rexel Canada
Electrical Inc., where he prepared more than 100
energy efficiency lighting audits for commercial,
industrial and municipal clients.
Csaba also worked as Business Development Director
and Sales Director in Europe for multinational
companies such as Group Bouygues, Group GDF-Suez,
Group Veolia Environment and Group TOTAL in the
HVAC ESCO market.
For these organizations, Csaba prepared business plans
and audits while working on over 200 energy efficiency
projects for municipal/industrial clients in the following
areas: Building Energy Efficiency, HVAC (Heating
Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Energy Performance
Contracting, CHP (Combined Heat and Power
Generation), Energy Management and Green Energy.
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Project Role: Marketing Manager
Maria Regunaga
12+ years

of marketing
communications
management experience

Maria
is
responsible
for
all
marketing
and
communications at RealTerm Energy. She brings more
than 12 years of experience implementing and managing
a broad range of marketing communications projects for
corporations, not-for-profit organizations and tourism
associations in Canada and internationally.
Her various responsibilities as Marketing Manager include:

Education
Bachelor’s Degree, Social Communications from
the Austral University in Buenos Aires, Argentina

Languages

•

Working with Municipalities to efficiently
communicate project information and details to
their stakeholders and residents

•

Assist Municipalities in assembling press releases
to relevant media outlets to explain the project
and its benefits and answer any questions that
citizens may have

Fluent in English, French, and Spanish

Project Responsibilities:
•

•

Develop community outreach plan and
material in coordination with the
municipality
Assist municipality with the development
of press releases to explain project goals
and answer any questions about the
project

•

City of Barrie, ON [10,622 fixtures]

•

City of Oshawa, ON [10,372 fixtures]

•

City of London, ON [9,380 fixtures]

Prior to joining RealTerm Energy, Maria held various
marketing and communications positions:
Marketel (Air Canada account) – Supervisor, Client Services
•

•

•

Proposed and managed Air Canada’s sponsorship
programs for the Beijing 2008, Vancouver 2010 and
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games
Planned, developed and supervised onsite the
Vancouver 2010 Corporate Hospitality Program for
Air Canada’s Executives, Board members, trade,
international guests and contest winners
Managed and executed general brand advertising
campaigns across different platforms (print, web,
radio, TV and out-of-home) for the airline.

Tourism Secretariat
Coordinator
•

•

of

Argentina

–

Foreign

Press

Developed the first integrated foreign press
program bringing the Argentina tourism industry
and international media together to generate
articles about the country
Organized media trips with journalists from
Canada, Mexico, United States, Spain, Colombia
and others, visiting different regions in Argentina,
resulting in an important coverage of the
destination
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Project Role: Field Installation Supervisor
Bruce Ibbitson
As Field Installation Supervisor, Bruce makes regular
visits to your community, meeting with municipal staff,
officials and local installers during all phases of the
project, and ensuring a smooth conversion to LEDs for
our clients.

25+ years
of facilities and
maintenance
management
experience

Education
B.Ed., Technical Education, University of Toronto,
Toronto
Mechanical Engineering Technologist, Sault
College AAT, Sault-St-Marie, Ontario

Qualifications and Training
Health & Safety Certified, Level 2
Project Management/Scheduling Training

Project Responsibilities:
•
•
•

Ensure the installations runs smoothly
with minimal delays
Provide weekly installation status reports
Maintain quality control

Relevant Project Experience:
•

City of Barrie, ON [10,622 fixtures]

•

City of Oshawa, ON [10,372 fixtures]

•

City of London, ON [9,380 fixtures]

Bruce sources and qualifies electrical contractors,
reviews installation project requirements and provides
technical data for contracts. He also prepares quote
requests for electrical contractors and is the dispatch
point for service and warranty requests.
His responsibilities as Field Installation Supervisor
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Assist the Municipality negotiating the
appropriate installation options
Source qualified electrical contractors
Review installation project requirements and
oversee the actual installation
Visit work sites to review progress and facilitate
stakeholder communication
Ensure full compliance with installation
specifications and quality requirements

Bruce brings more than 25 years’ experience in facilities
management and team supervision in hospital,
construction and school board settings, working in
unionized and non-unionized settings. Bruce has
particular expertise in liaising with municipal and
regulatory personnel for planning and compliance, and
the maintenance of high levels of safety.
Bruce has served as a member of seven different
municipal boards and committees, and is currently a
councillor for the Township of St. Joseph, Ontario.
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Project Role: Streetlight Acquisition Specialist
George Woodbury
15+ years
of experience with
streetlight conversions,
acquisition, incentives and
rebates

Professional Credentials
Licensed Energy Broker in the State of
Massachusetts

Since 2001, George has completed energy efficiency
street light upgrades in over 25 towns and cities
comprising over 100,000 lights and has saved these
communities in excess of $20 million annually. George is
a licensed energy broker in Massachusetts and has
completed over forty energy supply contracts for either
electricity or natural gas for municipalities.
Prior to partnering with RealTerm Energy George:
•
•

26-year Veteran Army Corps of Engineers, retired
as a full Colonel in 1995

Education
Master of Engineering, Univ. of Florida, USA

Was 26 year Veteran Army Corps of Engineers,
retired as a full colonel in 1995
Worked as the Town of Lexington, Massachusetts’
Public Works (PW) Director, where he:
o
Wrote the legislation permitting cities and
towns to own their own streetlights
o
Received three State Awards, including
the Thomas Pickering Award for
Innovation

George is currently:

Project Responsibilities:
•
•

•

Negotiate competitive street light
acquisition price
Assist the municipality in pursuing
incentives and rebates that will reduce
the overall project cost
Advise on financing options

Relevant Project Experience:
•

Worked since 2004 with the states of
Maine, Massachusetts and Rhode Island
in drafting their streetlight acquisition
legislation

•

Previously worked as a Director of Public
Works in Lexington MA for over seven
years and served as a Master Planner role
for another five years

•

•

•

Assisting three states with legislation permitting
municipalities to own their streetlights: Maine,
Rhode Island and Maryland.
Co-managing the new Partnership for Rhode
Island Streetlight Management (PRISM) program
involving 27 of 38 RI municipalities and
representing approximately 70,000 streetlights
A member of the Mid-Hudson Streetlight
Consortium Team

His work has recently expanded into New York, Maine,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, Florida, Oklahoma, Nebraska,
California, Pennsylvania, Arizona, Illinois and Texas. He also
has extensive experience installing smart controls, with
completed projects in several New England communities:
Providence, RI (17,000), the Rhode Island DOT (6,000),
Fitchburg, MA (2,949), Randolph, MA (2,746), Westwood,
MA (1,141), and upcoming installations in Central Falls, RI
(1,100) and West Warwick, RI (2,863).
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Project Role: Lighting Controls and Smart City Specialist
Mark Carter
25+ years of
automation controls,
enterprise software,
embedded
semiconductor and
lighting controls
experience

Professional Credentials
United States Army’s Engineer Officer Basic
Course (EOBC), Fort Leonard, MO
Education
Bachelor’s of Science degree in Chemical
Engineering, Concentration in Process Control,
from the University of Maine
Languages
English
Project Responsibilities:
•

Coordinate and supervise solution sales
approach to identify client’s underlying
needs and ensure desired goals are met

•
Relevant Project Experience:
•

Coordinating deployment of lighting
control systems in the Village of Great
Neck, NY, and the City of Milton, ON

As Vice President – Sales, Mark is responsible for
providing leadership and driving both strategy and
growth across RealTerm Energy’s sales teams. His role
is critical in both developing and implementing our
strategic initiatives as well as monitoring our national
sale teams’ performance to ensure desired goals and
targets are met or exceeded.
Mark has twenty-five years’ executive-level experience
in the controls industry. This experience encompasses
industrial automation, building automation and lighting
controls. He brings a broad knowledge of device
networking and Smart City applications to help clients
fulfill their IoT (Internet-of-Things) vision.
He is an excellent communicator with a solution sales
approach to identify our clients’ underlying needs. A
former client of Mark’s shared that “he is a great
strategic thinker who is able to come up with creative
concepts to solve complex problems and meet key
business requirements.” Mark excels at fostering longterm business development relationships from CEO to
end-user and is a thoughtful and innovative member of
our management team.
Prior to joining the RealTerm Energy, Mark:
•
Held a variety of sales management positions with
Honeywell International, Echelon Corporation and
CIMCON Lighting
•
Drove growth with sales teams of varying sizes in
multiple markets to include automation controls,
enterprise software, embedded semiconductor and
lighting controls
•
Developed and operated an international business
development consulting firm
•
Graduated from the United States Army’s Engineer
Officer Basic Course (EOBC), Fort Leonard, MO
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Project Role: Business Development, USA
Paul Vesel
25+ years
of energy and telecoms
infrastructure development

Paul brings more than 25 years of experience in energy and
telecoms infrastructure development. Paul developed
metropolitan fiber optic projects for ACSI Network
Technologies in the late 1990s.

More recently, Paul’s efforts have led to the awarding of
7 projects in Connecticut, Massachusetts and Maine with
a current pipeline of over 50,000 fixtures.

Education
Masters, International Business Studies from the
University of South Carolina, USA

His responsibilities as Business Developer include:
•

Manage and coordinate all aspects of business
development from project inception to completion

Bachelor of Arts, International Relations and
Economics from the University of Colorado at
Boulder, USA

Prior to joining RealTerm Energy, Paul held various positions
for industry-leading energy and telecom companies:

Languages

Poderco Renewable Energy – CEO

Fluent in English, French, Spanish and Portuguese

•

Helped develop a commercial solar hot water
technology that reduces system cost by 50%

Omniwatt – Founder and CEO

Project Responsibilities:
•

Manage and coordinate all aspects of the
project to ensure the municipality’s
objectives are met

Relevant Project Experience:
•

Successfully developed, built, funded, and
managed utility and commercial solar PV projects
in Spain, Germany and Canada

•

Developed 55 MWs of utility scale solar projects in
North America and the EU

Swisscom Eurospot – Managing Director, Spain
•

Launched and managed the Spanish operations for
Europe’s leading WiFi provider to the hospitality
sector

•

Negotiated all major contracts that impacted both
cost of sales and revenue

•

Negotiated a strategic asset acquisition and
exceeded all targets since launch of business

Coordinated the successful project launch
meetings for Falmouth and South Portland

•

•

Established strong working relationships
with Central Maine Power and On Target

ACSI Network Technologies/Global
Director of Business Development
•

Metro

Networks

Managed legal, regulatory, financial, construction,
design and sales components for two European
infrastructure projects valued at $30 MM
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APPENDIX C: INSTALLATION CHALLENGES
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Installation Challenges and Solutions
Guiding Principles:
•
The most expensive component of an LED conversion is the cost to dispatch properly trained
personnel and equipment to the luminaire.
•
The best person to identify problems at the luminaire location is a properly-trained electrical
installer.
In order to take maximum advantage of an electrical contractor’s workforce and the knowledge they
gain from their up-close and personal view of your street lights, our app will record all relevant
information that may have an impact on present or future operating costs for the municipality.
Some of the scenarios and solutions which we propose are listed below.
1. The existing wire has passed its life expectancy and is showing significant signs of decay
Solution: Install new wire at an agreed-upon price; record details in the app (available for daily
or weekly review by the client).

2. No form of fusing or disconnect available
Solution: Based on the requirements of the utility and the municipality, a proper in-line fuse
can be installed to protect both the grid and the luminaire, as well as acting as a natural
demarcation point for future reference.

3. No power is found at the location prior to or after the installation of the new luminaire
Solution: In many cases, the issue is a simple as a blown fuse or loose connection but all
reasonable efforts will be made to determine the cause of the matter. This cost falls outside the
scope of work of our standard contracts and will be invoiced directly or indirectly to the
municipality.
In the event the root cause is determined to lie beyond an agreed-upon demarcation point, the
utility will be notified and a case generated for repairs.

4. A tired or weak connection exists to secondary wiring
Solution: The situation will be recorded and the utility notified that a refreshed connection is
required. This falls outside of the scope of work of our standard contract. The exact procedure
to rectify this varies by utility, and as such, discussions will take place prior to commencement
of the work to ensure proper and efficient compliance with all regulations is achieved.
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5. The davit arm is in close proximity to high voltage lines and poses a significant danger to
an operator replacing the luminaire
Solution: The location is noted and a discussion takes place with the utility and the municipality
to determine if a safer location is available. If one can be found, the design team will re-evaluate
the choice of luminaire wattage and pattern, pricing will be submitted and the agreed upon
actions will be carried out.

6. The davit arm is structurally unable to support the new luminaire as a result of damage
or age
Solution: A new arm will be installed at a pre-agreed price and the details will be recorded in
the app for submission to the municipality.

7. The pole is in unsafe condition as a result of damage or age
Solution: The ownership of the pole is determined and the proper agency is notified of the
location. Further discussions will ensue to arrive at a satisfactory result. The new LED luminaire
will NOT be installed until it is determined the pole is structurally able to safely support the
luminaire.

8. Misc issues, such as loose bolts, missing lags, etc
Solution: A thorough assessment of the condition of arms, mounts and other infrastructure will
take place at each light. Any defects that are minor in nature will be addressed and properly
recorded, with no costs transferred to the municipality. Our contractors have been warned of
the possibility of this type of repair and have priced their work accordingly.
There are many other situations that can and have been discovered, including birds’ nests, mice’ nests,
bee and wasp nests, as well as a long list of defects. Our goal is to look after the minor ones and to
discuss and plan for the more major ones. In the end, all repairs are completed to insure a long lasting
and safe operating system for the client to enjoy for 20+ years.
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APPENDIX D: EFFICIENCY MAINE’S EXTERIOR LIGHTING
INCENTIVES
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A more detailed breakdown of the “Streetlight or Parking Fixture” incentive is provided
below:

Streetlight/Parking Incentive Breakdown
Wattage

Incentive
Amount ($)

<50W

$80

≥50-<100W

$130

≥100-<250W

$180

≥250

$600
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APPENDIX E: ON TARGET UTILITY SERVICES – EFFICIENCY MAINE
QULAIFIED PARTNER CERTIFICATE
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Efficiency Maine Business Incentive Program
2017 Program Year
This is to certify that

John Boucher________________

On Target Utility Services
Has successfully met the requirements and is recognized as an

Efficiency Maine Qualified Partner
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APPENDIX F: REALTERM ENERGY’S LUX MAPPING TECHNOLOGY
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Lux MappingTM
Lux MappingTM is a proprietary lighting measurement technology and software. It consists of a vehiclemounted, GPS-based, data-gathering technology that measures the light levels (illuminance) along a
targeted roadway at night. The raw data collected is post-processed to identify (by GPS location) noncompliant lighting sections according to the specific road category lighting requirements.

Figure 1: Lux mapping technology displaying the unsatisfactory light levels (red sections) and satisfactory light levels
(green sections) for the selected roadway in Cleveland, OH.

Road
Section
Miles Ave
Lee Rd
W 6th St
Judson St
Pearl Rd
Stickney Ave
Old River Rd

LUX SUMMARY SAMPLE (CLEVELAND, OH)
Rd Class/Pedestrian
Avg Lux
Conflict
Required Lux
Measurement
Major/Medium
21
32.43
Major/Medium
21
31.23
Major/High
28
25.06
Local/Low
7
18.6
Major/High
28
20.49
Local/Low
7
14.31
Major/High
28
48.25
Total Average

Overlit/Underlit
54.43% (Overlit)
48% (Overlit)
-10.5% (Underlit)
165% (Overlit)
-26% (Underlit)
104% (Overlit)
72% (Overlit)
58% (Overlit)

Pre-LED Conversion
The Lux MappingTM technology can be deployed in areas of concern (traffic accidents, pedestrian
incidents, police responses, etc.) to identify and provide a visual representation of current light levels.
Our designers can utilize this data to create customized, photometric-based models for roadway
segments that are over- and/or under-lit with the goal of improving nighttime visibility and safety, and
maximizing energy savings.

Post-LED Conversion
TM

A Lux Mapping
survey can be deployed to provide the TOWNS with a baseline lighting performance
of all newly installed LED lights. Conducting a Lux survey every 3-4 years enables staff to thoroughly
examine and identify any lumen depreciation and lighting degradation by referencing the baseline Lux
data. This will allow the TOWNS to pinpoint where lens cleaning is required or where fixture adjustment
and/or replacement is needed.
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APPENDIX G: COMPLETED PROJECTS OF SIMILAR SIZE
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Municipality
Russell, Township of
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Town of
Kirkland Lake, Town of
Greater Napanee, Town of
Kapuskasing, Town of
Huron East, Municipality of
Champlain, Township of
Wasaga Beach, Town of
South Huron, Municipality of
Arnprior, Town of
Gravenhurst, Town of
Hawkesbury, Town of
Oro-Medonte, Township of
Petawawa, Town of
Blue Mountains, Town of The
Minto, Town of
Hanover, Town of
Severn, Township of
Caledon, Corporation of the Town of
Nation Municipality, The Corporation of The
Meaford, Municipality of
Espanola, Town of
Rockland, Town of
Otonabee-South Monaghan, Township of
Greenstone, Municipality of
West Lincoln, Township of
Blind River, Town of
Gananoque, The Corporation of the Town of
Grey Highlands, Municipality of
Deep River, Corporation of the Town of
Red Lake, Corporation of the Municipality of
Haldimand, County of
Iroquois Falls, Town of
West Grey, Municipality of
Selwyn, Township of
Sioux Lookout, The Corporation of the Municipality of
Mapleton, Township of
Marathon, Town of
South Frontenac, Township of
Rideau Lakes, Township of
Prescott, Town of
Perth, Town of
Southwest Middlesex, Municipality of
Ramara, Township of
Bancroft, Town of
Wawa, Municipality of
Cochrane, Town of
Cramahe, Township of
North Stormont, Township of

State/Province
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
MA
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
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Qty of Fixtures
1,070
1,034
1,030
967
965
956
950
900
834
811
800
799
799
796
794
767
749
744
735
726
720
711
698
666
660
653
603
602
599
597
596
581
577
569
544
539
514
495
487
487
480
480
451
447
434
430
425
418
416
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Harshaw Trane
Hamilton, Township of
West Elgin, Municipality of
Timmins, City of
Tiny, Township of
Adjala-Tosorontio, Township of
Marmora and Lake, Municipality of
North Grenville, Municipality of
Manitouwadge, Township of
Madawaska Valley, Township of
Stone Mills, Township of
Dysart et al, Municipality of
Timmins, City of
Fossambault-sur-le-Lac, Ville de
Callander, Municipality of
Centre Hastings, Municipality of
Oro-Medonte, Township of
Fulton, City of

KY
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
QC
ON
ON
ON
KY
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416
392
392
392
390
382
376
365
358
358
348
345
332
328
308
300
300
300
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APPENDIX H: LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION
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